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Why Should We Care About Development Finance? ...because it's our money!            
Volume 3, Issue 22, November 29, 2019

Why did the economy slow down? Making sense of GDP at
4.5%
All three engines that drive growth, jobs and incomes in rural areas have been shut down by
thoughtless policy measures. We have nobody to blame but ourselves. Apart from the twin
deadly blows inflicted by way of demonetisation & GST that disrupted the growth momentum
what has caused aggregate demand to shrink? Remember it is lack aggregate demand that
bedevils the economy. So let’s take a look at what’s been happening to demand. Read more...

India enters quagmire
of 'mistrust economy',
as GDP growth
officially slips to 4.5%
 

Even those who have been
supporting Modi's economic policies
is expressing doubts around the
country’s latest GDP figure for the
second quarter of the current
financial year, 4.5%, the lowest in
the last six years. Read more...

Of GDP and Tax Cuts…

More than Rs. one lakh crore (Rs.
1,08,785.41) revenue forgone due
to exemptions availed by
corporates in 2019. For the last four
years, the figure is Rs.
4,30,497.64.  It is unfortunate that
no media house or political analyst
talk about tax payer’s money when
it comes to exemptions for the
corporates.  Read more...

MUDRA Loans – Next
Avalanche for Banks?

It appears that MUDRA loans are
going to be another avalanche for
Banks which are already saddled
with huge corporate NPAs. Unless
the Govt provides support for the
MSMEs, like in Israel, they can’t
succeed.  Read more...

The setting sun on
India’s solar dreams

Caught in an economic slowdown,
India’s clean energy transition is
likely to go for a toss. What will be
the cost? The ongoing slowdown in
economic growth and electricity
demand has worsened the deep
stress in India’s renewable energy
industry, sending it into a
tailspin.   Read more...

Bank Charges:
Penalising The Poor
Continues, As
Corporates Enjoy Rs. 6
Lakh Crore Write-Offs

Banks collecting penalty for not
maintaining a minimum balance at
a time when the economy is at its
worst, unemployment is very high,
MSMEs and unorganized sector are
yet to recover from the twin attack
of demonetization and GST, and
rising food prices is a poor joke on
the people who struggle to meet
their ends. Read more...
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